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Feeding Two Birds with One Worm: 

CLOSE Reading for Science & Literacy

This workshop will:

• Promote interdisciplinary teaching and learning through 
Bailey’s CLOSE Reading process, which teaches students 
to become sentence surgeons and dissect text using five 
neon colored highlighters.

• Provide elementary teachers with an interdisciplinary 
approach to scientific writing and mathematical problem 
solving through the CLOSE reading of STEM related 
Children’s literature.
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Context for Workshop
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National Assessment for Educational Progress-

NAEP Reading 2019

• “NAEP is the largest nationally representative and continuing 

assessment of what America’s students know and can do in various 

subject areas.” (nces.ed.gov)

• 4th grade- 35% of 150,600-4th graders scored at or above NAEP proficient 

levels on the reading assessment in 2019. Seven (7%) percentage points 

higher in comparison to 1992, the first reading assessment year. (nces.ed.gov)
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National Assessment for Educational Progress-

NAEP Science 2015

• “NAEP Science Assessment is designed to measure students’ 

knowledge and abilities in the areas of Earth and space science, 

physical science, and life science.” (nces.ed.gov)

• 38% of 115,600 4th graders scored at or above NAEP proficient levels on the 

science assessment in 2015. Four (4%) percentage points higher in 

comparison to 2009, the first science assessment year . (nationsreportcard.gov)
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National Literacy & Science 

Shifts in the United States
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K-3rd grade Shifts in Teaching Literacy and Science

• Explicit preparation to read informational text

• Reading materials linked to content area learning

• Reading materials provide opportunities for a wider range and more 
intensive vocabulary instruction for students with weaker 
vocabularies

• Students encounter sufficiently complex text through listening while 
they are learning to read and write                                                                            

(Coleman and Pimentel, 2012, Revised Publishers’ Criteria for the Common Core State Standards in English 
Language Arts, Grades K-2)
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K-3rd grade Shifts in Teaching Literacy and Science-
Vocabulary

• Instruction in science, social studies, and the arts to enhance student 
vocabulary

• Frequent instruction in word meanings and practice with a variety of 
vocabulary building activities

• Use of games, jokes, puns and other forms of word play to enhance 
instruction and develop a sense of excitement about words

(Coleman and Pimentel, 2012, Revised Publishers’ Criteria for the Common Core State Standards in English Language 
Arts, Grades K-2)
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K-3rd grade Shifts in Teaching Literacy and Science-Questions and 
Tasks

• Require thinking about text and finding evidence to support 
response

• High quality text dependent questions must be text specific 
rather than generic

• A sequence of individually crafted questions that draw 
students and teachers into an exploration of the text or texts 
at hand

(Coleman and Pimentel, 2012, Revised Publishers’ Criteria for the Common Core State Standards in English 
Language Arts, Grades K-2)
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K-3rd grade Shifts in Teaching Literacy and Science-
Criteria for Text Selection

• All texts contain some meaningful information or narrative 
content to develop students’ comprehension

• Students encounter more complex text to build knowledge 
through read alouds well above levels that students can read 
on their own

• 50% literary text and 50% informational text

• Selected informational text needs to build a coherent body of 
knowledge

(Coleman and Pimentel, 2012, Revised Publishers’ Criteria for the Common Core State Standards in English 
Language Arts, Grades K-2)
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K-3rd grade Shifts in Teaching Literacy and Science-
College & Career Ready Standards for Reading and 

Language Arts

• The 10 reading and 10 language standards represent more than 40 
successive discrete literacy skills (ask & answer questions, recount 

stories,  explain ideas, determine meanings, …) that require students to 
conduct a critical, analytical and rhetorical analysis of complex text 
and respond to questions involving key ideas and details, craft and 
structure and integration of knowledge and ideas.
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K-3rd grade Shifts in Teaching Literacy and Science-

Science and Engineering Practices

• The 8 Science and 8 Engineering Practices are a blueprint for 

engaging in inquiry, experimentation, evidence gathering 

and explanation.  Numerically stated, the SEP require that 

educators and students learn to execute some 45 skills 

(practices) and comprehend a myriad of academic and domain 

specific vocabulary.
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Questions to Pause & Ponder
• How do we move from instructional excess to 

instructional excellence?

• How do we bridge the long-standing divide between 
content areas?

• How do we contextualize the college and career ready 
standards for reading and language arts and the 
science and engineering practices, so they become 
more than decontextualized and isolated skills, facts 
and figures?
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Theoretical Underpinnings 

of Learning
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❑Nature of Memory- “…integrating in working memory 

what is being learned is more easily done when the 

material is physically conjoined through both the visual 

and auditory modalities.”
(Louisa C. Moats, The Principles of Multi-Component, Structured Language Teaching-2012 International Dyslexia 

Association)
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❑Neurosciences-…“neural systems for reading are 

malleable and highly responsive to effective reading 

instruction.”
(Louisa C. Moats, The Principles of Multi-Component, Structured Language Teaching-2012 International Dyslexia 

Association)
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❑ Nature of Learning- “Active learning is the key 

concept.” “…teachers use a conscious set of 

metacognitive strategies to group, rearrange, and transfer 

topics of information using a common language to refer to 

[types of contextual clues, various text structures, …]  

creating mnemonic strategies to help students remember 

better …”
(Louisa C. Moats, The Principles of Multi-Component, Structured Language Teaching-2012 International Dyslexia 

Association)
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“There are 5 basic elements needed to ensure that 

learning is successful according to research in cognitive 

neuro-science.” (Sousa, How the Brain Learns to Read p. 67)

❑ Practice

❑ Intensity

❑ Cross-training

❑ Adaptivity

❑ Motivation and Attention
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Practice
“For the brain to build and strengthen the neural 

pathways required to learn a new skill, the learner must 

be repeatedly exposed to, and process the material 

being learned. BUT the practice cannot be haphazard.  

Practice leads to permanency, so it is important that the 

activities associated with practice be carefully planned 

to ensure that the learning being stored is correct.”    
(Sousa, How the Brain Learns to Read p. 67)
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Practice

Example:  To become a skilled CLOSE reader the learner must 

focus on the elements of text complexity to learn and know how to 

take the text apart-analyze.  The learner must also know what 

makes the text complex.  This is an action that must occur over 

and over and over again.  Students need spaced practice in 

CLOSE Reading.  The CLOSE reading behavior must become 

reflexive.
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Five Skills of a Strategic Reader
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❑ Decode-code breaker

❑ Deconstruct-text analyzer

❑ Denote-fact finder

❑ Determine- text user

❑ Describe- text synthesizer
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Bailey’s CLOSE Reading Process
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Check for unknown vocabulary, multiple-meaning words, words that 

include roots or affixes and figurative language.

“ When students see words in print, they must isolate the roots, 

prefixes and suffixes of words, retrieve the meanings of these elements, 

and integrate the meanings of the elements to determine the meaning of 

the words.”  (Carol Westby, Handbook of Language & Literacy 2006 p. 404)

“ Awareness of semantic relationships among words also contributes to 

comprehension.” (Carol Westby, Handbook of Language & Literacy 2006 p. 404)

Conducting a Close Read-CHECK
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Look for key ideas and details  

Look for how key details are provided

Look for the author’s/illustrator’s viewpoint

“The adoption of the new standards and the focus on text 

complexity requires that students understand what the author 

says[illustrator shows] and be able to defend their opinions and 

ideas with evidence from the text [illustration].”                                                   
(Fisher, Frey & Lapp, Text Complexity, Raising Rigor in Reading, 2012 p. 108)

Conducting a Close Read-Look
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Observe-book and text features (characters, setting, 

problem, photographs, captions, diagrams, charts, 

illustrations, maps, rhymes, stanzas, patterns)

“ [Students] need to identify the organization of texts and 

use the information to assist them in comprehending the 

relationships among elements of the texts. ”
(Carol Westby, Handbook of Language & Literacy 2006 p. 404)

Conducting a Close Read-Observe
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Study how the sentences and text are structured.

Seek out signal words.

“ [Students] they must also have knowledge of the discourse 

structures or the superstructure organization for different genres 

(narrative and expository[sequence, chronology-time order 

descriptive, compare-contrast, cause-effect, problem-solution 

etc.]) and linguistic signals for these patterns or relationships ”    
(Carol Westby, Handbook of Language & Literacy 2006 p. 404)

Conducting a Close Read- Study & Seek
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Examine the level of reasoning required to infer the 

author’s purpose and message.

“  By annotating texts, whether informational, persuasive or 

narrative, students learn to slow down their reading to mine 

the depths of the concepts, arguments, and metaphors used 

by the writer.” Look for examples of literary devices.
(Fisher, Frey, & Lapp, Text Complexity, Raising Rigor in Reading, 2012 p. 114)

Conducting a Close Read- Examine
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Excerpt from “Calvin Can’t Fly” by Jennifer Berne, illustrated by Keith Bendis

Directions: You will partner with a neighbor for this activity.  Conduct a 

CLOSE read of the excerpt you’ve been provided.  Highlight, and 

annotate vocabulary, key details, text features, text structures and 

author’s craft using the metatextual markers.  The  element of text 

complexity is written on each marker.
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Practice
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Identify the sentence that helps the reader know what the word 

migration means.

A) The fall winds sent a chill through the old barn

B) Summer’s nests blew to the floorboards

C) His sister asked, “Calvin can you fly?”

D) It was time to head south

35
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Identify the sentence that helps the reader know what the word 

migration means.

A) The fall winds sent a chill through the old barn

B) Summer’s nests blew to the floorboards

C) His sister asked, “Calvin can you fly?”

D) It was time to head south
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Intensity

“Learning a new skill requires focus and concentration.  

Intense focus on a new skill allows the learner’s brain to 

build more neural support for that skill in a short period of 

time.” (Sousa, How the Brain Learns to Read p. 67)

Example: Students need ongoing explicit instruction in the 

CLOSE reading of high-quality complex text and text 

dependent questions across all content areas to build oral 

vocabulary, develop critical reading strategies and content 

knowledge and employ higher-order thinking skills.  
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Structured Read Aloud Process

39

❑ Established/Systemic Routine

❑ Choosing of text is deliberate

❑ Mentor text for content & skills

❑ Educator conducts a CLOSE Read first for elements of 

text complexity

❑ Educator models reading, thinking & note-taking skills
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“Neuroplasticity refers to the brain’s continuous capacity to 

generate new neural networks in response to stimuli…The 

increased strength of the connections between neurons that 

sustain memory derives from the repeated activations of those 

networks.  Every recalled memory or memory-directed pattern 

activates electrical signals (firing) from neuron to neuron to 

stimulate a constructive process that strengthens the memory 

circuit.” (McTighe and Willis, Upgrade Your Teaching: Understanding by Design Meets Neuroscience, 2019 p.11)
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NEURO-bics: The Cognitive 

Conditioning Workout

41

Exercise is to the body what 

cognitive conditioning is to the brain
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Cross-Training

“Learning any skill is easier if it can be supported by other 

skills the student already knows or is learning at the same 

time.  Cross-training involves bringing together a wide 

range of skills that reinforce overall comprehension of the 

material.” (Sousa, How the Brain Learns to Read p. 67)

Example: In CLOSE Reading, the skills of identifying 

words in context, structural analysis, text organization, and 

knowledge of conventions are the wide range of skills that 

support reading fluency and comprehension.                   
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Can You Calculate, 

Describe, & Comprehend?
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How are punctuation marks 

and transition or signal 

words like traffic signals?
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“Perhaps he imagined the earth as a grapefruit.  If it is sliced in 

half, you can see its sections.  In order to measure the distance 

all the way around the edge of the grapefruit (the 

circumference), you would need to know only the distance along 

the edge of one section (the arc) and how many of these same-

size sections it would take to make up the whole grapefruit.” 
(Lasky & Hawkes, The Librarian Who Measured the Earth P. 34)
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Adaptivity

“When teaching a new skill, the teacher needs to assess the 

student’s current level and adapt the new instruction 

accordingly.” (Sousa, How the Brain Learns to Read 2005 p. 67)

Example: Analyzing student work samples and use of the 

CLOSE reading strategy will support teachers in knowing 

what CLOSE reading skills students use on a regular basis 

and provide them with opportunities to provide feedback to 

students.
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Motivation and Attention

“Motivation is the key to successfully learning a skill 

because it keeps students interested in paying attention 

and in practicing the skills.” (Sousa, How the Brain Learns to Read 2005 p. 67)

Example: Third grade Vocabulary Bowl in large urban 

school district in the United States in New England.
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Motivation and Attention

“Experiencing accurate predictions and the resulting 

satisfaction of goal achievement leads the brain to 

remember related choices, behaviors, actions, decisions, 

and responses and to seek more opportunities to repeat 

them.  Concomitant effects include enhanced attentive 

focus, motivation, curiosity, memory, persistence, and 

perseverance.”                                                                         
(McTighe, Willis, Upgrade Your Teaching: Understanding by Design Meets Neuroscience, 2019 p. 10)
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“The only things she didn’t count were the stars in the sky.  Only a fool, 
she thought, would try that!  Even so, the stars sparked her imagination.  
What was out there?  Katherine yearned to know as much as she could 
about numbers, about the universe-about everything! Katherine’s 
boundless curiosity turned her into a star student.”

The word yearned in this context most nearly means ___________.

a) wandered

b) wanted

c) whined

d) worked
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“The only things she didn’t count were the stars in the sky.  Only a fool, 
she thought, would try that!  Even so, the stars sparked her 
imagination.  What was out there?  Katherine yearned to know as 
much as she could about numbers, about the universe-about 
everything! Katherine’s boundless curiosity turned her into a star 
student.”

The word yearned in this context most nearly means ___________.

a) wandered

b) wanted

c) whined

d) worked
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• The answer is b. The evidence that helped me to infer my 

answer was, Stars sparked her imagination.  …to know as 

much as she could about numbers, …the universe-about 

everything.  Katherine’s boundless curiosity…

• Katherine was interested in stars and wanted to know as 

much as she could about everything.  She had a strong 

desire to know about everything in the universe.
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“Katherine’s boundless curiosity turned her into a star student.  She was 
so bright, she skipped three whole grades.  She catapulted right past 
her brother!  By the time she turned ten, Katherine was ready for high 
school.”

The word bright in this context most nearly means ___________.

a) cheerful

b) glowing

c) shining

d) smart
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“Katherine’s boundless curiosity turned her into a star student.  She 
was so bright, she skipped three whole grades.  She catapulted right 
past her brother!  By the time she turned ten, Katherine was ready for 
high school.”

The word bright in this context most nearly means ___________.

a) cheerful

b) glowing

c) shining

d)smart
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• The answer is d. The evidence that helped me to infer my 

answer was, boundless curiosity turned her into a star 

student. She skipped three whole grades.  At ten Katherine 

was ready for high school. 

• Katherine must have been smart to be ready for high school 

at the age of 10
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“Katherine’s boundless curiosity turned her into a star student.  She was 
so bright, she skipped three whole grades.  She catapulted right past 
her brother!  By the time she turned ten, Katherine was ready for high 
school.”

The word catapulted in this context most nearly means ___________.

a) Katherine grew taller than her brother

b) Katherine was smarter than her brother

c) Katherine could run faster than her brother

d) Katherine was in a higher grade than her brother
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“Katherine’s boundless curiosity turned her into a star student.  She was 
so bright, she skipped three whole grades.  She catapulted right past 
her brother! By the time she turned ten, Katherine was ready for high 
school.”

The word catapulted in this context most nearly means ___________.

a) Katherine grew taller than her brother

b) Katherine was smarter than her brother

c) Katherine could run faster than her brother

d)Katherine was in a higher grade than her brother
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• The answer is d.  The evidence that helped me to infer my 

answer was, she skipped three whole grades and right past 

her brother. 

• Katherine would be in a higher grade than her brother if she 

passed him.
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CLOSE Reading for the    

Science Practices
“Counting on Katherine” by Helaine Becker and illustrated by Dow Phumiruk
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Science Practice 1

Asking Questions & Defining 
Problems

Identify the phenomena questioned by 
Katherine Johnson.

• “Even so, the stars sparked her 
imagination.  What was out there?

• Could the U.S. send a rocket ship to 
the moon?
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Science Practice 2

Developing and Using Models

How does the author and 
illustrator show the readers step 
2 of the science and 
engineering practices?

What was the theory (claim) that 
had to be proved?
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Science Practice 3

Planning & Carrying out 
Investigations

Where did Katherine carry out her 
investigation?

What were the possible variables 
that might affect the experiment?
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Science Practice 4

Analyzing and Interpreting Data

What source of error was not 
considered when planning to send 
a rocket ship to the moon? 

(Hint: “Houston, we’ve had a problem.”)
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Science Practice 5

Using Mathematics and 
Computational Thinking

Explain how Katherine Johnson 
uses mathematics and 
computations to create a formula to 
send the rocket into space and 
return it home.
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Science Practice 6

Constructing Explanations and 
Designing Solutions

How does the author help the 
reader to know how Katherine 
Johnson solves the problem of 
getting the spaceship on course for 
earth after the explosion?
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Science Practices 7 & 8

• Engaging in Argument from 
Evidence

• Obtaining, Evaluating, and 
Communicating Information

Explain how Katherine Johnson 
used at least 5 of the skills 
(practices) on the A-B-C’s of 
Developing Mathematical & 
Scientific Analytical and Problem-
Solving Skills Poster.
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CLOSE Reading for the 

Engineering Practices
“The Secret Garden of George Washington Carver” by Gene Barretta and 

illustrated by Frank Morrison
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Engineering Practice 1

Asking Questions & Defining Problems

What is the problem with farming that George 
Washington Carver discovers that needs to be 
solved?

• How can soil be made healthy for planting 
food after it has been ruined by planting 
cotton?

• What effect does cotton have on the soil?
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Engineering Practice 2

Developing and Using Models

Explain how George Washington 
Carver demonstrates Engineering 
Practice #2  Use the word simulate in 
your response.
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Engineering Practice #3

Planning & Carrying Out 
Investigations 

In the beginning of the story George 
wants to know about plants, insects, 
birds and beasts.

Where did George carry out his 
investigation?
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Engineering Practice 4

Analyzing and Interpreting Data

How did George Washington Carver 
study and explain how to grow and care 
for plants?

What examples do the author & 
illustrator provide the reader to show that 
George planned and carried out 
investigations?
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Engineering Practice 5

Using Mathematics and 
Computational Thinking

How do the author and illustrator let 
the reader know that George used 
mathematics and computational 
thinking while conducting experiments 
in his secret garden?
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Engineering Practice 6

Constructing Explanations and 
Designing Solutions

What was George Washington Carver’s 
theory (belief) about why the farmer’s 
land was being destroyed?

Describe  George Washington Carver’s 
systemic (organized plan) solution to 
putting nutrients back into the soil that 
was ruined by planting cotton. 
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Engineering Practice 7

Engaging in Argument from 
Evidence

Identify the statement that suggests 
that George Washington Carver 
engaged in an argument using proof 
that the peanut was the optimal 
solution.

The word argument in this context 
most nearly means_______.
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Engineering Practice 8

Obtaining, Evaluating, and 
Communicating Information

Explain how George Washington Carver 
used at least 5 of the skills (practices) 
on the A-B-C’s of Developing 
Mathematical & Scientific Analytical and 
Problem-Solving Skills Poster.

E
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Contact Information

Beryl Irene Bailey, Ed.D., CCC/SLP

berylirenebailey@gmail.com

www.read-to-achieve.org
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